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A good-standing global commitment

to both innovation and measurable

progress makes us a new leader in

our community in the community.

Investing in who we are remains

central to efforts to promote a



sustainable Communications on

Progress (COP).

No matter how you look at market

conditions of the past year simply put,

our “Co-petition Strategy” is

inextricably tied to our personal and

professional interest in super-serving

the as significant market power and

to contribute to ideals of a

sustainable communications without

borders. This last quarter has been a

turning point and a sizable shift in

our global agenda -as our core

network is now firmly rooted in the

Cloud.

Additionally, our focus what other

corporate citizens have failed to

achieve gives us an enduring identity

as being the cornerstone of an

intensity which has driven us to a

firm commitment to build a new



business culture free of corruption

(foreign and domestic).

In this Post MDG era our business

remains anchored in those visions,

missions and values which set our

Code of Business Ethics.

Letter from the Chairman/ CEO
>>erskine >>curry >>business >>netw ork

This is our third Communication on
Progress set before the United
Nations Global Compact (UNGC), in
the pass we’ve talked about our
progress as if it was a task, goal or
milestone which has already been
achieve.

Here in this report we are not looking back to the past fiscal year to
measure our progress; instead, we are looking at progress as a
future event of which we can report today. In setting expectations of
future progress we take one giant strive in targeting our
achievements with a high degree of precision,

Historically, we have seen “success”as our most valuable commodity;
to this end, then “failure”is the price we had to pay. Where we did
not lack passion and dedication: we lacked genuine human spirit.



Our people were deeply committed to supporting our goals and
objectives demonstrated a tremendous degree of generous
contributions of time, expertise and personal resources from a
workforce ready to bring about the instant change which never came..
Change without good and proven stewardship is not “change”…it is a
“Challenge””

"WE

NEED

REAL
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SS "

· W e are go ing back to

addressing the issues of

Environmental Impacts caused

by technology.

· We are investing in Our

People and progress

· W e strive daily to support
economic agenda w hich promote
“Self-sufficiency”



"Making progress" tow ard an
improved customer experience is
always good enough ...unless that

customer is someone you really care
about -then you might begin to
actually understand their needs.

Ten Challenging Facts

in the next 10 Months!
Our progress w ill come through our advocacy for change, fair

competition, consumer protection and regulatory pow er.

Based on our research w e have identified the

follow ing achievable goals ...as benchmarks for

against which w e set our expectations.



2014-2015 Facts & Findings

WHAT EVERY BOARD SHOULD KNOW



ABOUT PROGRESS

We Support the UN Global Compact

FACT: # 1

Businesses should support and

respect the protection of

internationally proclaimed human

rights; and

Fact: # 2

make sure they are not complicit in

human rights abuses.



FINDING #1:

$100 M
The amount of revenue we plan to

raise and distribute through

Corporate Giving and Social

Responsible Investment (SRI)

contributions.

FINDING: #2

One Million
The number of jobs we plan to create

in the media, telecom, web and

wireless sector.

I．We want to invoke corporate

programs to promote Gender Equality as

a Human Right



II．Protecting Our Nation Service

Providers and other Stakeholders Fuels

Ongoing Dedication to the Principles

III．Promoting High Labor

IV．Standards for Our People

FACT: # 3

Businesses should uphold the

freedom of association and the

effective recognition of the right to

collective bargaining;

FACT: #4

The elimination of all forms of forced

and compulsory labor;



Fact: #5

The effective abolition of child labor;

FACT: #6

The elimination of discrimination in

respect of employment and

occupation.

FINDING: #3

25 M+
Number of Caribbean Nationals who

are ready for a change in the mobile

economy



FINDING: # 4

More than

35 M+
Number of underserved

communications subscribers in the

Caribbean region

Enforcing Fair Labor Standards

in Our Supply Chain

FINDING #5

97%
Percentage of market serviced by

Significant Market Powers (SMP)



i. Ongoing Dedication to the Principles

ii. Running an Efficient Operations

FACT: #7

Businesses should support a

precautionary approach to

environmental challenges;

FACT: #8

undertake initiatives to promote

greater environmental responsibility;

and

FACT: #9

encourage the development and

diffusion of environmentally friendly

technologies.



FINDING: #6

2% +
Percentage of high paying jobs in the

communications sector across the

Caribbean region

FINDING: #7

98%
Percentage of under paid skill

communications worker across the

Caribbean region.



FINDING: #8

22%
Percentage of persons who will exit

the communications sector workforce

across the Caribbean region.

FINDING: #9

300%
Percentage of expected ROI leading

communications providers across the

Caribbean region

FACT: #10



Businesses should work against

corruption in all its forms, including

extortion and bribery.

FINDING: #10

99%
Percentage of deals gone bad by

corruption

CONCLUSION TO 2014

COMMUNICATIONS ON

PROGRESS
This conclusion summaries our 2014. COP Report- its purpose, process and findings. We
needed
to include your actual ‘opinion’here, to answer the several questions raised by your past
and future progress based on our own expectations. We wanted to set expectations so
there is a thematic unity to our report and any recommendations followed logically. We
asked that you take into consideration the facts which may require you to also set
reasonable limitations and. on average seek-out the underlying advantages of our facts and
findings and any unresolved questions or issues. Avoid have avoided any sort of finger



pointing even where mission-critical information was provided -including any relevant
information relating to potential action(s). One adjective where may be useful in this
conclusion is "Progressing" as a way of condensing our main point:

‘This report therefore clearly highlights that the future looks brighter. To this end, 2014 was
very successful, year due to our inclusive and far-reaching impact with key target
audiences such as CLOUD SERVICES, MVNO MARKET ENTRYand an on target agenda to
roll-out a ubiquitous WiFi network’.

Additionally: Privacy and security concerns
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